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“If everyone is moving forward together, then success takes care of itself.”
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

“DIVE 3: Zero to One > 1 to N” is a capacity building project financed by the European 
Union under the Erasmus + program, Capacity building in the field of youth, 
implemented in a period of 12 months, including partners coming from North 
Macedonia, Romania, Peru, South Africa, Costa Rica, Portugal, Italy, Slovenia, 
Bulgaria, Poland, Nicaragua and Greece. The third edition of the cycles of the “DIVE 
projects”, about social entrepreneurship, that Youth Alliance – Krusevo implemented, 
after “Dive into Social entrepreneurship” and “Dive deeper into Social 
entrepreneurship”, represent a step forward by connecting the concept of social 
entrepreneurship with the “Zero Poverty, Zero Unemployment, Zero Carbon 
Emissions” formula.
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KEY ACTIVITIES:

Mobility Activities:
• Partnership Building Activity (28.03.2019 – 03.04.2019, Florina, Greece)

• Study visit  (13.05.2019 – 18.05.2019, Ljubljana, Slovenia)

Capacity Building Activities:
• Series of Public Raising Awareness Activities (1.02. 2019 – 31.5. 2019)

Series of life streaming debates on social entrepreneurship, local workshops and round

tables in the countries.
• The kick off meeting (07.02.2019 – 10.02.2019, Skopje, North Macedonia)

• Local workshops

• Round tables

• Conference on Cross–sectoral cooperation, Capacity Building Activities

(01.09.2019 – 04.09. 2019, Skopje, North Macedonia)

• Evaluation Meeting, Capacity Building Activity

(01.11.2019 – 03.11. 2019, Skopje, North Macedonia)

• Mobility of Youth Workers - Job Shadowing, Mobility Activity

(06 – 09.2019, Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Peru)

Mobility of Youth Workers – Study Visit in Other Country of the World

(06 - 08.2019, South Africa, Slovenia, Greece)

• 

“DIVE 3: ZERO TO ONE > 1 TO N”
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About “DIVE 3: Zero to One > 1 to N”

• Zero youth unemployment and social entrepreneurship

• Zero poverty and social entrepreneurship

• Zero carbon emissions and social entrepreneurship

The International Youth Conference “DIVE 3: Zero to One > 1 to N” financed by the 
European Union, under the Erasmus+ program led by Youth Alliance - Krusevo, took 
place in Skopje, North Macedonia from 24th till 27th of October, 2019. 
The conference included speakers and participants coming from the following 
countries and partner organizations: Youth Alliance – Krusevo (North Macedonia); 
EuroDEMOS (Romania); Association of Active Youth of Florina (Greece); Social Work 
Lab (Peru); ACI - Costa Rica (Costa Rica); Belle & Co (South Africa); Intercultural 
Association for All (Portugal); Demostene (Italy); N.K.L. (Slovenia); Association of the 
European Centre for Youth Initiatives (Polland); International council for cultural 
centers (Bulgaria) and Jóvenes Ambientalistas (Nicaragua).
 
National guests were also part of the conference, presenting their work and 
experience in North Macedonia.

The conference was the final event of the project at which 40 young motivators were 
the representatives of different sectors from the partner countries discussed and 
shared their perspectives and ideas. The event provided space for exchanging good 
practices and networking. The session's topics during the conference were the 
following:

The International Youth Conference “DIVE 3: Zero to One > 1 to N” finalized with 
policy recommendations to promote cross-sectorial cooperation in social 
entrepreneurship.

http://www.youthalliance.org.mk/
www.oenef.eu
www.facebook.com/socialworklab/
www.facebook.com/acicr/
https://belleandco.co.za/
https://intercultural4all.org/index-eng.html
https://intercultural4all.org/index-eng.html
https://www.facebook.com/demostenecentrostudi/
https://www.facebook.com/NKLdoo/?__tn__=%2Cd%2CP-R&amp;eid=ARD1x1fylFFAlSfL2ut9n1r1Zbqh3Zz1jVgiCqCXW639ImI5e13YClPPaDbO7R0bS5so3p009SD6pajo
http://ecim.pl/
http://ecim.pl/
https://www.breadhousesnetwork.org/social-enterprise/
https://www.breadhousesnetwork.org/social-enterprise/
https://www.facebook.com/JovenesAmbientalistasNicaragua/


DAYS’ DESCRIPTION
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1st DAY
24st OF OCTOBER 2019

 

Main goal of the first session was to provide the participants 
an opportunity to interact and get to know more about their 
backgrounds, to review the project flow and plan of the 
activities. 

After the arrival of the participants, the first day of the International Youth Conference ‘’DIVE 
3: Zero to One > 1 to N’’ started with the introduction of the leading organization Youth 
Alliance - Krusevo and the members of YAK’s team:

Metodija Stojcheski President of Youth Alliance Krusevo

Biljana Stojcheska Project coordinator in YAK

Anelija Mitrova  Logistical assistant in YAK

Ilona Olehlova  Facilitator at the Conference

Andrej Stojkoski  Volunteer in YAK



The team briefly introduced the project 
and the partners, the successful 
collaboration during the whole cycle of 
the Dive projects. Following this, they 
presented the program of the 
International Youth Conference, together 
with information about the logistics, 
accommodation, food and everything 
connecting.  

In the final part, the participants 
introduced themselves to the group by 
giving information regarding their 
motivation to be part of the project.
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2nd DAY
25th OF OCTOBER 2019

 

Session: “Zero youth unemployment and social
entrepreneurship”

National context of the topic:
“Zero youth unemployment and social
entrepreneurship”

Ms. Blagica Petreski,
CEO&Founder of Finance Think 
- North Macedonia

 

 

       UNDEREMPLOYMENT HIDES A LARGE POOL 
OF UNUSED POTENTIAL, BECAUSE THESE 
WORKERS WILL LIKELY RESPOND TO BETTER 
JOB OFFERS THAT BETTER MATCH THEIR 
SKILLS. 



Active labor market measures. However, the issue of youth underemployment has 
not been studied, nor tackled by policymakers. The primary objective is to examine 
the determinants of youth underemployment, and to identify the underemployment 
effects on monetary wellbeing (wages) in North Macedonia, Serbia and Montenegro. 
Secondary objective is to devise credible recommendations and specific 
instruments to tackle the phenomenon.

Policy relevance:

• Underemployment intensity lowers wages for 14% in North Macedonia,

12% in Montenegro and 8% in Serbia

• Underemployment intensity influences negatively on youth wages in all three countries,

at significant level

Main conclusions: 

• Various types of early interventions in the secondary, but also primary education

• Provide career counselling for young people who expressed that they were over-qualified;

Skill certifications;• 
• Promoting VET schools and motivating youth for high-skill occupations

Main policy recommendations:
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About the Young Minds Fund 

The main purpose of National strategic program for support of critical and creative 
thinking, innovation and entrepreneurship among young population, in cooperation 
with UNICEF North Macedonia, is to provide systematic and comprehensive support 
that would assure cohesion, consistency and sustainability of formal and informal 
educational programs. 

4 focus groups were realized in order to prepare the needs analysis and to identify 
the gaps within the formal and informal education in the country, moderated by the 
international expert with extensive experience in education, D-r Rebekah Granger 
Ellis. 
Next steps will be completion of one comprehensive register by relevant institutions 
and agencies regarding all ongoing educational programs.

 Projects that the Young Minds Fund provide to the society are the following:

1. UPSHIFT program – In cooperation with UNICEF North Macedonia and CEED 
HUB Skopje

The goal is to develop innovative projects in the area of social entrepreneurship 
development of entrepreneurial skills among the young population.

        THE MIX OF FORMAL AND INFORMAL PROGRAMS PROVIDING SUPPORT TO THE YOUNG 
PEOPLE IN DEVELOPING THEIR ENTREPRENEURIAL SKILLS, INCLUDING THE SOCIAL 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AS SOLUTION FOR YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT.  

Ms. Irena Gjorgievska,
Fund for Innovations and Technological Development 
- North Macedonia



2. Challenge for young researchers  – In cooperation with the Ministry of 
Education and Science

The project is research based on ‘’scientific method” – formulation, testing and 
verification/modification of hypothesis through experiment and observation 
(Maximum budget: 300.000 MKD and awards for mentors: 30.000 MKD). The project 
has a duration of 6 months. Creative pupils from 3-7 years old can apply as a group 
with 1-2 teachers from all primary and secondary schools.

3. Friday for youth initiative – The main aim is presentation and sharing of 
innovative ideas among young people in order to support critical and creative 
thinking and provide innovative solutions for their problems and challenges.

4. Meal for everyone – The aim is development and implementation of a systematic 
and sustainable solution for supply of food for individuals and families with a real 
need, with support from the institutions and the community. (Max. budget: 
2.000.000 MKD and project duration: 12 months) SMEs and/or NGOs can apply.

• Implemented in cooperation with the Ministry for Labor and Social Affairs.

One NGO in cooperation with one company and another NGO:

• Cooperation with more than 20 large companies from food industry and over 30 NGOs

that supply food to final users

• Piloting in three municipalities: Skopje, Prilep and Kumanovo

• Distribution network extended 

• Prepared Rulebook for safe usage of the excess of food in the service sector

• Students from 13 to 19 years old can apply as a group

(Max. budget per project: 2 000 EUR)

• The project has a duration of 6 months

• 15 awarded projects on 3 separate workshops (project cycles)
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• Cooperation with the Agency of Employment  
• Establishing collaborations for the planned activities  

• Street based workers promoting the Youth Guarantee among young people 

Youth Guarantee is a program implemented by the EU with the purpose of 
increasing the youth employment.

The implementation process of the Youth Guarantee in North Macedonia started in 
2018. The Program is implemented in the city of Skopje and several other 
municipalities. 

The main aim of the Program is to encourage young people to be entrepreneurs, to 
think about new, innovative ways of employment and start their own businesses, 
while contributing to the society. 

The implementation process includes:

Mr. Mladen Frckovski,
Ministry of Labor and Social Policy 
- North Macedonia

       YOUTH GUARANTEE PROGRAM IN NORTH MACEDONIA 



In the near future, we will lose many 
employees due to automation. This is a 
big challenge and social 
entrepreneurship can be part of the 
solution, especially for job creations.

The challenges that we are facing today 
are changes in healthy life, sports, food, 
sound sources, smart learning, 
education, connecting cultures, go 
green, active citizenship.

The Polytechnic Institute Cavado and 
Ave is a school where young students 
can learn about the new areas where 
they can work in the future, getting skills 
that will prepare them for the new jobs, 
the 21st century jobs.

Their programs include learning about 
artificial intelligence, technology, sport, 
painting. The school is very interesting 
because they work in 4 modern areas: 
technology, management, design and 
tourism.

In the field of entrepreneurship and 
innovation, the students work 
independently, practice different skills, 
learning from best practices and working 
with pears.
Two ways of learning in the school: 
formal learning and active learning. This 
means creativity, critical thinking, 
emotional intelligence, entrepreneurship 
and so on. Students are working on real 
problems and projects, having physical 
results that they present to the 
community, in open space, talking with 
people from different areas.

International context of the topic: 
“Zero youth unemployment and social
entrepreneurship”

Teresa Dieguez,
IPCA,  
- Portugal

       FORMAL LEARNING AND ACTIVE 
LEARNING IN SCHOOLS. STUDENTS AS 
PART OF THE ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
AND TECHNOLOGY WORLD. 
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• Cooperatives accounted for 6% of the total number of organizations have achieved 14%

of total revenues generated by the social economy and employed 24% of total employees.

Of the 2228 cooperatives, 42% were consumer cooperatives, cooperative handicraft 38%,

16% agricultural cooperatives, and only 4% credit cooperatives.

• Associations and foundations are the most numerous: 85% of social economy

organizations, accumulating 63% of total revenues and 59% of the workforce employed

by the sector in 2012.

In Romania, most of the young entrepreneurs are enthusiastic, they are totally 
dedicated to the business and have a strong intuition of the direction that their 
company should take, but they still do not have the skills necessary to create a 
strategic perspective or to adapt dynamically to the external environment. 
Entrepreneurship involves a process of creating something new, but valuable at the 
same time. The value is given in the utility of the product or of the service for the 
entrepreneur and for the client. The formal and non-formal education systems have 
a very important role in defining entrepreneurial behavior of people, from their young 
age.  Social entrepreneurship is the type of entrepreneurship in which “the social 
enterprise” set up is oriented to solve problems of social nature and has as priority 
mainly to reinvest the profit.
  
In Romania, tax breaks depend on the resources devoted to social entrepreneurship 
options and local authorities are not yet sufficiently simulative. There are 4 ways you 
can practice social private initiative: social companies, cooperatives, credit unions, 
foundations and associations.

Ms. Anca Dimitriu,
Director of "D. Cantemir" High School 
- Romania 

SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN ROMANIA – YOUNG PEOPLE AS KEY ACTORS



• Cooperation with the Agency of Employment  

• Credit unions represented 7% of all social organizations,

5% of revenue and 4% of all employees. 

• Companies owned by social economy organizations - 2% of total organizations,

with a high share in total revenues of 18% and 13% of the total jobs created.

Teaching young people to be future entrepreneurs

The teachers of the contemporary society are the ones that have an important role 
to educate young people to become future entrepreneurs, and especially social 
entrepreneurs. The teachers can help young people to perceive, to identify and to 
understand the factors that influence their life quality directly or indirectly, to 
contribute to the development of the economy and a better management of the 
society, especially management of the social problems. Entrepreneurship education 
initiates respect for value, work and innovation. One way of putting this kind of 
education into practice is by school partnerships. All current economic issues are 
debated in terms of value, integrity, character, competence, social responsibility, 
quality of life, fulfillment, leadership, duty, purpose, dignity, and meaning.  This is 
why the basic aim of education should be to enhance the ability to adapt.
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Dr. Snezhana Hristova,
Assoc. prof. and Dean of the School
of Business Economics and
Management,  
- North Macedonia

       UNIVERSITIES PROVIDE STUDENTS 
THE OPPORTUNITY TO GAIN ENTRE-
PRENEURSHIP SKILLS THROUGH 
INNOVATIVE LEARNING METHODOLO-
GIES. SE AS PART OF THE UACS 
CURRICULUM.

The mission of UACS is to provide 
students with experiential learning 
opportunities and entrepreneurship skills 
that enhance their employability with 
“Entrepreneurial” learning methodology 
(include a wide variety of activities 
consistent with the dynamic 
person-environment interaction.).

SE in the UACS/SBEM Curriculum:

UACS promotes the Social Impact 
Award Competition (SIA). UACS inform 
the students and offer guided support 
for students wishing to compete and file 
a business model as part of SIA.

SE General challenges:

• To encourage meaningful connections

between quadruple helix. 

• While individuals are publicly recognized as

social entrepreneurs for their contributions

to improve the welfare of communities, the

field of SE needs to gain stronger academic

legitimacy.

• In 4 hours of dedicated learning, SI & SE

includes social innovations, basics of SE,

international and local social business,

funding model and schemes for social

business. 

• Course for Entrepreneurship at

undergraduate level
• Course for Advanced Entrepreneurship  and

Social Entrepreneurship at graduate level

• Business Module for non-business students

(IT, Law, Political Science, Languages)
• Social Entrepreneurship events 

• To foster collaboration. 

• Researchers and academics can play a

pivotal role, by assisting SE in creating social

institutions and structures, promoting social

movements, and mobilizing resources to

create sustainable social impact.



• Cooperation with the Agency of Employment  

• Social Innovation Collaborative organizations

initiatives dedicated to social entrepreneurship,

to bring together members of the higher

educations who would like to pursue 

innovative solutions to the world’s most

pressing social and environmental problems.

• Providing placements for students in social

enterprises

• Inviting social entrepreneurs to serve as

student mentors

• Collaborating with other EU academics and

other institutions to advance learning

and collaboration
• Providing incubation space, dedicated

support services, or research expertise to

social enterprises

What can UACS improve to examine 
how we can better collaborate and 
engage with social enterprises?

Conclusions and recommendations
of the session “Zero youth
unemployment and social
entrepreneurship”

1. Social entrepreneurship
environment: all the involved actors
should share the values and the
understanding of the social
entrepreneurship and understand the
need of future generations and future
challenges that this type of
entrepreneurship involves.

2. Social Enterprise and Models:
supporting social enterprises,
establishing models and laws on
social entrepreneurship.

3. Social Enterprise and Networking:
integrating social entrepreneurship in
formal and informal education,
supporting young people in
establishing their social businesses,
creating coworking spaces, fairs,
impact awards.
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3th DAY
26th OF OCTOBER 2019

 

Session 3: “Zero poverty and social entrepreneurship”

National context of the topic:
“Zero poverty and social entrepreneurship”

Mr. Dushan Tomic,
Coordinator of development of
social services at Ministry for Labor
and Social Affairs 

 

 

       THE MINISTRY FOR LABOR AND SOCIAL 
AFFAIRS IS WORKING ON SOLVING SOCIAL 
PROBLEMS, IMPLEMENTING NEW LEGISLATIVES 
TO IMPROVE THE SOCIAL SERVICES IN THE 
COUNTRY.
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Mr Tomic pointed out the new Law for Social Protection in North Macedonia, 
consisting of minimum income assistance, which means that they increased cash 
transfer to people who live in poverty.
 
In the Child Protection Law, they introduced the universal child benefit. This is the 
first part of the Law. The second part is developing the social services in the country 
and they try to find a new way of how to finance these services and how to increase 
the participation of the NGOs and the private companies. They have a new 
methodology of defining the price lists of the services, which means the cost of 
providing one service per hour.

The Ministry will invite all the NGOs and organizations to apply and be the ones who 
will deliver these services in the country. Here, the social enterprises will play a big 
role because they can be the service providers.

For this Program, the Ministry took a loan from the World Bank, 10.8 million euros.

The Program includes:

• Apply for Grants in the Ministry

• Helping and guiding the local communities to develop new ideas for solving the

problems they have

• Field research, exploring the real needs of the communities in the country



• Cooperation with the Agency of Employment  

Now, they are in the process of receiving the applications, and after this, they will 
engage another company who will help the communities to develop a good project 
idea and to apply for the Grant. The grant application will be in December this year, 
where all the municipalities could apply. The successful ones will have a license for 
offering their services and selling them. 

In conclusion, this is a great opportunity for the development of social enterprises in 
the country. People can apply for the Program, establish social enterprise and solve 
problems in their communities.

Beside this Program, the Government and the Ministry are working on the process 
to have legislatives in the Law for social enterprises. This is the process of 
implementing the Public Procurement law and they need to train the local 
communities, following the best practices in EU. 

Furthermore, in the last 2,3 years they try to develop a new Law for social 
entrepreneurship, they are in the process, they have some draft and their goal is till 
December to have pillars for state and private intervention.

Examples for social enterprises in North Macedonia:

• Solferino, a hostel in Struga that gives the profit to the Red Cross.

• In Strumica, “Pokrov”, a company for healthy food. Company’s employees are young

people and older women who were unemployed
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Ms. Jagoda Shahpaska,
Member of the Parliament
of North Macedonia

       LAW LEGISLATIVES ABOUT SOCIAL 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN NORTH 
MACEDONIA

Ms. Shahpaska presented the Law 
legislatives about social 
entrepreneurship from the Parliament 
perspective and described the situation 
and challenges that the Parliament 
members are facing considering the 
social entrepreneurship. 

Our government adopted the Social and 
Employment Program in 2017 and 
according to that, as parlamentarias 
they passed a Law for Social 
Entrepreneurship that will include 
socially vulnerable categories in the 
labor market.

The aim of this legislation is to establish 
social enterprises with the main purpose 
to straighten social cohesion and 
capacity for innovation. The profits will 
be invested in important social changes. 
They used to have the public debate 
transferred in the parliament, according 
to the rules of procedures. 

The Committee of Labor and Social 
Policies with the Comity of Economy 
can organize the public hearing when 
the Law will be in procedure, and at that 
public hearing they will discuss all 
aspects of the social entrepreneurship 
chain. The suggestions will be used to 
improve the framework for the Law. The 
public debate had more than 100 NGOs, 
civil society sector, and some of their 
remarks were incorporated in the Law 
proposal framework. 

Key parts of this process:

• The public debate transferred in the

parliament

• Youth initiatives, young people included

in the decision making

• Public debate, including NGOs, citizens,

civil society sector 

• Inclusion of vulnerable groups,

social cohesion



Established 20 years ago, “Humanost” works on supporting people in social risks, to 
fight for their human rights and to involve them in the labor market.
Their programs include home care service, sector for education, youth sector, social 
protection. Their target groups are elder people and people with disabilities. Here Mr 
Jovanov mentioned that for these fields of work, social entrepreneurship would be a 
great solution and easy to establish.

This kind of work is not easy, but the motivation and inspiration are big. They now 
have 15 people that started their education and begin to work on the concept of 
social enterprises. It's good because of the economic independence in their family 
and also the impact for the end users, elder people and people with disabilities. 
They have training courses for social entrepreneurship, working with people who 
want to open enterprises in their cities. Now they have 11 social enterprises and 
together they decided to start their own network for social enterprises and to work 
together and give ideas on how to make this work better, in cooperation with the 
Ministry of Labor.

Mr. Sashko Jovanov,
Humanost,
- North Macedonia 

       SUPPORTING PEOPLE IN SOCIAL
 RISKS, FIGHTING FOR THEIR HUMAN 
RIGHTS AND INVOLVING THEM IN THE 
LABOR MARKET, WITH SOCIAL 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP.



Teaching young people to be future entrepreneurs

The teachers of the contemporary society are the ones that have an important role to 
educate young people to become future entrepreneurs, and especially social entre-
preneurs. The teachers can help young people to perceive, to identify and to under-
stand the factors that influence their life quality directly or indirectly, to contribute to 
the development of the economy and a better management of the society, especially 
management of the social problems. Entrepreneurship education initiates respect for 
value, work and innovation. One way of putting this kind of education into practice is 
by school partnerships. All current economic issues are debated in terms of value, 
integrity, character, competence, social responsibility, quality of life, fulfillment, lead-
ership, duty, purpose, dignity, and meaning.  This is why the basic aim of education 
should be to enhance the ability to adapt.
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In conclusion, in North Macedonia poverty means that people don’t have the 
resources to fulfill their financial material and cultural needs, we forget about the 
cultural needs most of the time. You can’t fight poverty just with unemployment or 
just with social enterprises, or just with proper health care. When we speak about 
youth poverty we mostly speak about youth unemployment, which is not exactly the 
equal condition.

The organizations are working, not with poor people, their customers are not poor, 
they are restricted in having their everyday happiness because they are ether old 
and are lonely mostly, and don’t have enough mobility to do that by themselves. 
They are working with disabled people that are mostly suffering with problems with 
inclusion, which is on a highest level here.

Key elements:

• Proper procedures and regulations to allow you to run the social business

• Startup money, local government support, community support, 

• Social risk, assistance



The diplomats put on a humanitarian façade by condemning the slave trade, 
prohibiting the sale of alcoholic beverages and firearms in certain regions, and by 
expressing concern for missionary activities. More importantly, the diplomats in 
Berlin laid down the rules of competition by which the great powers were to be 
guided in seeking colonies.  Areas of Africa controlled by European colonial powers 
(Belgian, British, French, German, Italian, Portuguese, and Spanish Empires) in 1914. 
The continent holds around 30% of the world's known mineral reserves. These 
include cobalt, uranium, diamonds and gold, as well as significant oil and gas 
reserves. Given this natural wealth, it comes as no surprise that with the tripling of 
global mineral and oil prices in the past decade, mining has exploded on the African 
continent. Over the period of 2000 to 2008 resource’s extraction contributed more 
that 30 percent of Africa's GDP, while the annual flow of foreign direct investment 
into Africa increased from $9 billion to $62 billion (most of this into extractive 
industries). However, despite being so richly endowed, and despite the mining boom 
of the past decade, Africa has gained little benefit from this mineral wealth and 
remains one the poorest continents on the globe, with almost 50% of the population 
living on less than $1.25 per day.

International context of the topic: 
“Zero youth unemployment and social entrepreneurship”

Ms. Belisa Rodrigues, 
Belle & Co 
- South Africa

       AFRICA: WHY IS IT THAT A CONTINENT WITH SUCH VAST POTENTIAL WEALTH 
REMAINS SO POOR?
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Exploitation and corruption

Why is it that a continent with such vast potential wealth remains so poor?

It's in large part down to 'Illicit financial flows'. The illegal movements of money or 
capital from one country to another. The exploitation of mineral resources has all too 
often led to corruption, and a large proportion of the continent's resources and 
revenues benefitting local and foreign elites rather than the general population. 
Trade mispricing (and in particular transfer pricing and trade invoicing) is the most 
common way of transferring illicit funds abroad. Through trade mispricing, 
companies seek to maximize profits artificially through maximizing expenses in high 
tax jurisdiction and maximizing revenue and income in low tax jurisdiction. This 
enables corporations to minimize tax payments illegally and transfer the funds 
abroad.  Such illicit flows undermine social development and stymy inclusive 
economic growth. Instead of investing resource revenues into improving 
infrastructure, health and education, political elites, often in collusion with mining 
companies, have siphoned off proceeds from the continent's mineral and oil wealth 
– lining their own pockets, to the detriment of ordinary Africans. The biggest culprit: 
the mining industry.

Social economy policy green paper

The social economy policy is expected to provide a consistent and coherent 
framework for support to social economy enterprises and organizations including 
cooperatives, mutual societies, voluntary and community organizations, which are 
involved in economic activities and direct their surpluses in pursuit of social, 
environmental and community goals at the course of their existence. The 
development objective is to promote access to decent jobs in a sustainable and 
inclusive social economy. 



The government of Peru opened up to 
new markets, Peru benefited from 
record export prices of its minerals, 
particularly to China and attracted 
foreign investment, thereby reducing 
public debt and inflation, and increasing 
its national savings.  Exports increased 
from $ 3,000 million in 1990 to $ 36,000 
million in 2010.  

But the benefits for poor communities did not come easily. There was pressure, 
protests, roadblocks and the population in extreme poverty concentrated to acceler-
ate the development processes. The improvement in macroeconomics generated 
more formal and informal jobs.  In that way, the inhabitants of the poorest sectors 
managed to improve the conditions of their families. One of the programs that has 
had the most impact, according to the authorities, is one called 'Together', which 
gives $ 30 per month to 200,000 women head of household. The objective of this is 
to ensure that all children, especially girls, go to school every day and visit health 
centres to receive regular vaccinations and controls.

According UN in Peru

Mr. Renato Corzo, 
Social Work Lab 
- Peru

       HOW PERU MANAGED TO REDUCE 
POVERTY TO 50%? 

• Increase food security

• Improve the availability of housing and basic services

• Create employment opportunities
• Facilitate access to land, credit, technology, training and markets

• Make possible the participation of people in the political processes that determine their life
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• Policies and governmental actions

• Social involvement 

• Emergency labor
• Migration

• Entrepreneurship (rural – urban)

• Governmental programs

• Private sector

• Loans – Awards

According to the Peruvian government

The main problem is no social recognition of SE as a business model therefore in 
Peru there is no legal framework for SE. Generally, SE used to register abroad and 
the Governmental Programs only focused in traditional enterprises.

Financing and economic initial support: 



Ms. Živa Lopatic, 
Zadruga Buna z.o.o  
- Slovenia 

       EUROPE AND SOCIAL
BUSINESSES  

Some facts from the world:

The International Fair Trade Charter

Fair Trade is not a humanitarian or charity organization, but a developmental one. It 
works at all levels of sustainable development, including environmental aspect, the 
human aspect and economic aspect. 
Its principles are not especially fair, but in the current situation of international trade, 
Fair Trade system proves that the global supply chain can be organized differently.

• 46 million slaves in the world 

• The 62 richest people own as much property as the bottom half of the world's population 

• 800 million people still face extreme poverty
• Climate change 

• 90% of the world's farms are family owned and they produce 80% of the world's food 

• In 2015, there were almost 250 million migrants in the world 

• Tax havens - an estimate that we lose between $ 190 and $ 255 billion annually 

• In 2012, $ 1.3 trillion was invested in developing countries and $ 3.3 trillion was taken

from them
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• Main objectives - the primary objective of the traditional social economy enterprises is to

serve the members and not to obtain a return on investment as the traditional

mainstream capital companies do. The members act in accordance with the principle of

solidarity and mutuality, and manage their enterprise on the basis of

'one man one vote' principle.
• Social enterprises - an important and growing group of social economy enterprises are

the social enterprises. Their main objective is to have a social, societal or environmental

impact for the general interest.
• Policy - when policy-makers work to improve the business environment in Europe,

they need to ensure that the specificities of these enterprises like ethos, working style,

corporate governance, specific accounting modes, asset lock, profits retaining,

special 'social' objectives are taken into account.

European Commission

OECD

Social innovation seeks new answers to social and societal challenges for instance 
by identifying and delivering new services that improve the quality of life of 
individuals and communities or new labor market integration processes, new 
competencies, new jobs, and new forms of participation and inclusion.  Wherever 
social innovations appear, they bring about new processes or organizational 
changes or changes in financing, along with more collaborative dynamics among the 
stakeholders, including citizens, to design and implement innovative solutions.



Isabel Ferreira,
- Portugal 

       INCLUSION OF THE POPULATION AND EQUAL ACCESS TO DIGITAL 
TECHNOLOGIES IN PORTUGAL  

Poverty and exclusion tax: Portugal reached the European Union average

Poverty

According to INE (the Portuguese Institute of National Statistics), poor is the one 
who earned less than an annual income of 5.607 € (467€/ month).
IPCA’s main question is: How can we help our students to develop the skills they 
need to be successful in their job, in the digital era?

Governmental initiative

An integrated public policy initiative aimed at enhancing digital competences.
Main goal of INCoDe.2030 is set in the international context and aims to improve 
Portugal’s position and competitiveness, working towards securing a prominent 
place in terms of digital competences in the 2017- 2030 period, through a set of 
actions and initiatives.
The Portugal INCoDe.2030 initiative has proposed a wide range of measures 
involving the various governmental areas.  These measures should be implemented 
alongside the private sector, academia and civil society initiatives with similar aims. 
The measures are structured around five main action lines: Inclusion, Education, 
Qualification, Specialization and Research.

• A reason to mark with hope the International Day of poverty eradication:

the old relative poverty tax return to pre crisis values.

• An Eurostat’s summary indicator that brings together the proportion of families living in

poverty and social exclusion went from 23,3% to 21,6%.
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Nonprofit organization who works in a 
socially disadvantaged community 
(target: Roma women)

There are two steps for implementa-
tion of the project.

1º step: Training and coaching in “Mentoring 

for Digital Inclusion”, structured into 3 mod-

ules:  Mentoring Module; ICT; Ethnic Minori-

ties. 

2º step: Working with Roma women.

• Shared strategy of active

teaching / learning methodologies.

• Curricular Units “Management of Social

and Cultural Institution”,

“Human Resource Management” and

“Innovation”. 

• 15 volunteers students from Tourism

Management Course.

Project: 
INCLUSION (Partners: INCoDe2030)

Making sure the whole population has
equal access to digital technologies to
obtain information, communicate, and
interact with others.

Digital inclusion mentors aimed to 
teach:

• Make medical appointments online

• Install MbWay

• Install and use QRC

• Use WhatsApp

• Use Google

• Shop online

• Create account on finance,

social security Portal

• Make video calls

• Create email account and use email

• Create Facebook page and use this social

network



Expected conclusion of the project is:

• Students are really engaged

• Word-of-mouth of added value

• Students develop 21st century skills

• Students feel happier

• Higher Institutions get closer to

Community

• Higher Institutions get really aware of

social responsibility

• Higher Institutions get closer to

Community

• Most of the students want to continue

volunteering

Conclusions and recommendations of 
the session
“Zero youth unemployment and social 
entrepreneurship”

1. Policy Makers/Decision Makers: to 
support networking at international 
level, to open debate about social 
entrepreneurship, to raise awareness, 
to support case studies and research 
activities.

2. Civil Society Actors: to take part in 
capacity building activities, to link 
with the business sector, to support 
research based activities and to raise 
capacities of the trainers delivering 
trainings, workshops.

3. Education Institutions: to reflect on 
the role of the universities in 21st 
century and social entrepreneurship 
context, to support cross-sectorial 
cooperation, to focus on sustainable 
development.
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4th DAY
27th OF OCTOBER 2019

 

Session : “Zero youth unemployment and social
entrepreneurship”

 

 

National context of the topic:
“Zero carbon emissions and social
entrepreneurship”

Mr. Michail Stevchev,
treebanks.com

       ESTABLISHING NEW ENTERPRISES WITH 
MAIN PURPOSE OF SOLVING SOCIAL
PROBLEMS

About Treebanks

Treebanks is a platform for trip planning 
but with an innovative and social part in 
it. They work with affiliate marketing, 
having partnerships with booking.com, 
kiwi.com and other booking sites, with 
the main purpose through booking trips 
to invest in planting trees. And this is for 
free. The idea started in 2018, in 
September, as a simple site. From then 
till now they have gathered 700 trees 
that need to be planted this winter. 



• Memorandum for collaboration with booking.com, kiwi.com and other booking sites

• The main goal it’s not to promote traveling, but it’s to promote the social cause.

• Beside the channel, there are Treebanks t-shirts, and the idea is with every t-shirt you buy,

they plant a tree

• With every trip that the customer book, they will plant a tree, just using the same affiliate

channel and that is their impact in the cause
• Currently they plant trees in Macedonia, with plans in the future to do it in other

countries also. 

• From B2C to begin the B2B strategy

Main policy recommendations:

They want to prove that they can work without funding and work as entrepreneurship. 

Mr. Bogoev was the youngest member 
of the National Parliament, elected in 
2014, when he was 24 years old, and 
currently he is the youngest mayor in the 
country.

About Karposh and the municipality’s 
program

Karposh is one of the 8 municipalities of 
Skopje and there are a lot of challenges 
that the municipality is facing. Karposh 
in the past was known as one wellbeing 
municipality with green areas until that 
stopped with the previous government. 
Today this is a challenge, to increase the 
green area, to build more parks, 
knowing that Skopje is one of the most 
polluted cities in Europe. 

Mr. Stefan Bogoev,
Mayor of Municipality
of Karposh

       THE PROBLEM WITH POLLUTED 
AIR AND POOR HYGIENE IN MUNICI-
PALITIES OF SKOPJE AND WHAT 
WOULD BE THE SOLUTIONS
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Main challenges, problems and measures taken by the Municipality of Karposh

Solutions:

• From the next year, there will be

subsidies for electric scooters too.

Because of the air pollution this is

needed measures for people not to

use cars that much and they are

starting to think about using these

electric bikes. The city of Skopje it’s

in the process of developing the

infrastructure for the use of these

means of transport. 

• As one of the solutions that the

municipality found are the subventions

for bikes and this is a small positive

change but again important. 

• The first “solar tree” was planted near

Vardar River, a tree that absorbs

energy so that people can charge

their electric scooters or mobile

phones.

Problem: Continuing to the previous
problem, Karposh has the lack of green
areas that were previously destroyed in
order for private investors to build their
companies.

Solution:

• Now they started building new green

areas, more specifically one park that

is 70 000 m2, which is going to be the

lungs of Karposh

Problem: Bad hygiene, not only in
Karposh, but in the whole country,
partly because of lack of awareness
and also the local authorities don’t care
about the hygiene as much as they
should. 

Solution:

• The municipality is trying to solve this

problem with different strategies and

with raising awareness for the citizens

to care about the environment and not

throw garbage everywhere. As a

solution to this they see the change in

the system of picking, selecting and

throwing garbage. And there is still no

infrastructure for this. 

Problem: Air pollution.
The municipality of Karposh is under the
city of Skopje and it is in an area that
has divided competences, so they
cannot stop the polluted air coming from
the neighboring municipalities. 



Mr. Blazhe Josifovski,
Everyone fed,
- North Macedonia

       CUTTING CARBON, HUNGER AND 
CLIMATE CHANGE IS ALL-TOGETHER, 
IS PART OF THE SAME, JUST DIFFER-
ENT SIDE OF THE COIN

About “Everyone fed”

The mission of the association is the 
good food not to be thrown and this is 
done with the cooperation with other 
organizations, with the municipalities 
and the citizens. 

Why is it important to cut carbon and 
how “Everyone fed” can do that?

The general motivation of the 
association is more and more people to 
be fed, there are a lot of people in the 
world not having food, not having water, 
and this is speaking about our 
generation today, not the past. 

In North Macedonia there are certain 
areas where up to 70% are reducing the 
production of fruits and vegetables, and 
this happens because of climate 
change. We are in a period where we 
have increasing in the world population 
and reduction of food, and this is a 
major problem for all of us.

Most developing countries create 
carbon emissions. Countries like Nepal, 
North Macedonia, and Nicaragua don’t 
create the emissions but we suffer the 
most. Fighting for this is crucial for 
sustaining life generally on earth.

Food is one of the most important 
things. Food has all different types of 
resources inside: labor, water, land, all 
the chemicals that you need to produce, 
and now the result is polluted products 
that we throw away. This creates 
additional pollution and additional 
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How does the association work?

With creating a huge network with 
beneficiaries, NOGs and businesses. 
Every time that there is good food left, 
businesses notify the NGOs and they 
bring it to the beneficiaries through the 
platform. This has been working very 
well, the web platform in the last 13 
months has been able to save 110 tans, 
around 40 000 to 50 000 meals, working 
in around 12 towns. This is how they are 
protecting the environment and it has 
multiple positive effects. Cutting the 
food surplus into not becoming food 
waste it’s just part of the whole problem 
of fighting and making the food chain 
sustainable and that’s by preventing 

The most important is how this can be 
done. It’s very important for the young 
people to make the change. We need to 
fight for our place on the stage, we need 
to fight for what we want because 
decisions are made without us, because 
we are not on the table. 
By fighting climate change and cutting 
carbon, we are also fighting hunger and 
other problems that we have as a 
society. 

With all this, is concluded that there 
are still a lot of measures to be made:

• Informing farmers and raising their

awareness about how they can cut carbon

during their production

• How they can fight food loss and waste

• Regulate their markets

• Equipment in storage

• To have good system for selling

• Technology 

• The quality of the nutrition in the food 



International context of the topic: 
“Zero carbon emissions and social
entrepreneurship”

Ms. Marvin Alejandro Torrez Gutierrez,
University of Managua,  
- Nicaragua

       CLIMATE CHANGE AND EMISSIONS
IN NICARAGUA AND CENTRAL
AMERICA

Central America is a highly vulnerable 
region in socioeconomic, climate 
change aspects between others. Major 
effects are expected as droughts, 
increasing hurricanes per year as well 
the intensity of them. Affectations are 
more likely to happen in water, for 
domestic use and agriculture, flora 
adaptation (including wild and domestic 
plants to agriculture). Biodiversity is still 
on research, but evidence is strong on 
pollinators (Hummingbirds), and 
frugivorous.

Emissions

Central America contributes with 
emissions in low numbers if we compare 
with the rest of the world, for example 
Costa Rica is 0,003% of global 
emissions. In Nicaragua there is no 
actual data, but till 2010, Nicaragua 
contributed with 0.01% .  Since 
emissions are not the main problem 
(globally speaking), other environmental 
problems were located, and in this way 
correlated them with the reductions 
actions.

Solutions:

• Reduction of emission - to increase
the renewable energy three times the
actual capacity

• Carbon fixation, the natural reserves
encompass the main source of
carbon fixation.

Main problems in Nicaragua: 
Waste management, 
deforestation, unsustainable 
agriculture and cattle ranching.
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• Gardens and honey

• TABLECO – recycling and reusing program

• Water and Climate change -

Youth network for the water.

Some examples of entrepreneurship 
in Nicaragua: 

• Green Home (GH) is an app created to

encourage the people to improve the food

security with the aim to achieve SDO no:13
• Also have to do with our goal to create a

new window of opportunities for hobbies

to Young people and families.

An application to make gardens:

• Young people are receiving, in average,

a better education than before
• Young people are better organized

in society

• To improve the credibility in institutions

and legal frameworks.

Young people are fully aware that they

have to do something about CC

and biodiversity

What are opportunities and 
challenges in Nicaragua?



Ms. Karla Chaves
Proxima comunicacion,  
- Costa Rica

       INNOVATIVE AND FRESH WAYS
OF DOING BUSINESS – TAKING
ADVANTAGE OF THE ECONOMY,
TO SOLVE SOCIAL PROBLEMS

About Ecoins

Costa Rica promotes itself as a pro 
environmental country, pioneer on 
sustainability projects and the well care 
of nature.

And this is why Ecoins is a recognizable 
Brand in Costa Rica. It's about the first 
virtual ecoin, which exchanges 
recyclable material for discounts on 
several products and services from 
sponsoring companies. This new system 
offers since 2018, to those who 
collaborate with the environment 
through recycling, an effective method 
of responsible investment, since now 

Ecoins is a peer agency, it is carbon 
neutral and they believe that yes, you 
need to have profit, but also you need to 
add value in the social and 
environmental. We are so used to the 
same traditional way of doing business 
that we stopped thinking about new, 
innovative ways. We all have the same 
problems and it’s time to start thinking 
about solving these problems in a new, 
fresh way. This is what Ecoins is about, 
new and fresh solutions for solving 
problems in Costa Rica. They have this 
program that works for 10 years, where 
they try to get to know the stakeholders, 
the ecosystems and the citizens. When 
they were asking people if they recycle 
and how, there were many ideas about 
this process and the conclusion was “a 
lot of people don’t know what recycling 
really means”. For example, with 
creating plastic, we create problems for 
disposal, and people use plastic all the 
time without thinking how much.
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We, the consumers, are creating the 
problems and we are not included in 
solving them. Approximately all of us 
use 1kg plastic a day, per person. The 
main thing in this, is that we don’t have 
a good system for solving this problem. 
And the most important thing is that we 
have no perception of value in this 
material.
The program eEcoins is not only for 
Costa Rica, it is from Costa Rica for all 
of the world, because we all have the 
same environmental problems. This 
model that they create can be adapted 
in every city in the world, with very small 
investment and very low infrastructure.

The city of Cape Town has a concept 
called an improved district (CID – city 
improvement district), this means all the 
taxes that the citizens are paying. In the 
city of Capetown you can see that the 
green economy is an economy that 
basically paves the way for handling the 
situation in the multi corporate and 
private sector. The decisions that are 
made about the green economy and 
reduction of carbon emissions are not 
done in any form of public consultation, 
but are done from top down.

How are they different from others?

They changed the vision about what is 
an environmental problem, found a 
social problem and they took advantage 
of the economy to solve it.

#cleandryandseparate as the answer 
to every question

Clean, dry and separate, this is the 
solution. How can I start, what should I 
do? The answer to everything: clean, dry 
and separate. Every question should be 
answered with clean, dry and separate. 

Tauriq Jenkins
Chair of the Observatory
Civic Association  

       TALKING ABOUT HERITAGE
PROTECTION IN SOUTH AFRICA



Five objectives of the 2012 – 2017 
Action Plan for the Africa Region 

Objective 1:  Improve the 
representation of African heritage sites 
on the World Heritage List through the 
preparation of successful nomination 
dossiers. 

Objective 2:  Improve the state of 
conservation at World Heritage 
properties, by effective risk 
management, increased community 
involvement and direct economic 
benefits to local communities. 

Objective 3:  Effectively manage 
existing properties by recognizing, 
documenting and formalizing traditional 
management systems and fully 
incorporating them into existing 
management mechanisms. 

Objective 4:  Develop and implement 
strategies to enable States Parties to 
effectively address the challenge of 
balancing heritage conservation and 
development needs. 

Objective 5:  Establish and implement 
necessary mechanisms for heritage 
conservation, protection and 
management in pre-conflict, conflict and 
post-conflict situations.

From the past, people in South Africa 
were thinking about environmental 
conservation. How we undo ethnocide 
and the trauma that comes with 
environmental degradation and spiritual 
identity of the people that have been 
lost. The river framework, the framework 
was a part of the national transformation 
and the national transformation in 
African context was to open more jobs 
and to develop the economy. That was 
inspired by the sustainability conference 
in Brazil. With time everything changed. 
The trauma of administrative retail, and 
it’s often within the context of 
Rollendutch law that the environmental 
recognition has to happen, so language 
and culture in as far as how people 
identify with the legal frames.      
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Conclusions and recommendations of the session 
“Zero carbon emissions and social entrepreneurship”

For specific groups:

• People thinking to start Social Entrepreneurship, to find specific needs, social problem to

be solved, conduct market analysis, learn from good practices, connect  with civil society,

expert consultants.

• People running Social Entrepreneurship, to check the quality of the service, is there still

a need of it, ensure sustainability without grants, to raise awareness about the value

of the SE

• People having no knowledge on Social Entrepreneurship, to make research, look for

mentorship, opportunities, analyze case studies
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ANNEXES 

As direct impact from the International Youth Conference, 
aroused the recommendations drawn by the partners and 
participants from the 12 countries.

In addition, you can take a glimpse of the Recommendations:  

Social Entrepreneurship Environment

Ensure involved actors have understanding of social 
entrepreneurship and social innovation. 

Ensure involved actors share the values of social 
entrepreneurship and think in the terms of circular economy. 

Ensure involved actors share understanding of the need to think 
about the needs of future generations and future challenges. 



Social Enterprise and Models

Open discussion on various models and 
laws on social entrepreneurship, 
supporting social enterprises.
Establish mechanisms to assess these 
models and laws, the need to measure 
the impact, the models and laws. 
Gather and share possible financial 
ways, solutions for social enterprises (to 
start, to run it).

Social Enterprise and Networking

Examples: 

30 years back in Costa Rica the 
government introduced a program: 
paying the citizens for keeping the 
trees. Today Costa Rica is one of the 
countries not facing deforestation. It 
demonstrates the need to think 
ahead with the perception of 
upcoming generations. 

Examples: 

State support by loaning starting 
capital through various funds with 
different conditions for repaying. 
Financial starting capital through 
business angels, various 
competitions, crowdfunding.

• Facilitate an exchange of best

practices and models for social

enterprise development. 

• Establish a mechanism to assess the

impact of the programs, the activities.

• Support networking among different

actors: to share practices, to network,

to raise awareness about social

entrepreneurship, to increase

entrepreneurial spirit of young people

(kindergartens, primary and high schools,

universities, education for elderly people),

to support creating supportive environment

for social entrepreneurship. 
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• Promote the concept of social

entrepreneurship in education by

integrating it in educational systems

(formal, non-formal). 

• Create spaces supporting networking

and meeting of social entrepreneurs and

different actors e.g. co working spaces,

fairs, impact awards. 

Examples: 

Education includes various elements 
supporting raising entrepreneurial 
spirit of young people: competitions, 
simulations on based on real life 
challenges, meetings with social 
entrepreneurs. 
Education institutions, programs 
offering practical experiences. 
Global education/learning included in 
educational models. Providing 
teachers/educators an opportunity to 
increase their knowledge on social 
entrepreneurship, global education 
and other models.
Secondary schools provides space to 
learn from real life examples, to get 
practical experiences. 

Universities cooperate with 
businesses, social businesses. 
Universities have their own 
incubators, accelerators e.g. in Costa 
Rica. Universities have their own 
production e.g. Agriculture University 
produce products such meat in 
Greece. 
Education delivers studies, conducts 
research and collect primary data 
essential for setting base for creating 
socially supportive environment. 

Social Enterprise

• Open to exchange of experiences,

to network, to collaborate with different

actors and other social enterprises. 

• Have understanding of the values of

social entrepreneurship. 

• Open to innovation models, to use new

technologies to reach the client, the user. 

• Learn from best practices but also from

practices which were not successful such

as Fuck Up Nights. 

• Importance to increase communication

competences to be able to communicate

the product. “Great product badly

communicated, it is not great product.“



Recommendations for Specific 
Groups 

Recommendations for People Having 
No Knowledge on Social 
Entrepreneurship

Recommendations for People 
Thinking to Start Social 
Entrepreneurship 

Examples: 

Support networks of social 
entrepreneurs to share their 
concerns, to discuss common 
challenges. 
Provide guidance through legal, 
financial regulations and challenges. 
Ireland: tour involving homeless 
people as tour guides, France: using 
online application to inform on food 
best before to prevent it to throw it. 
The application reflects the law for 
forbidding shops, businesses to 
throw food. 

• Approach experts, other stakeholders;

• Analyze case studies

• Identify and specify one particular need of

the society, focus on specific beneficiary,

suppliers;

• Communicate the product;

• Learn from good practices;

• Link with civil society, educational

institutions;

• Identify funding opportunities;

• Involve in expert consultation, trainings

• Conduct market analysis (competition,

consumer, network);

• Idea prototype, business model and

funding options;

• Make research;

• Take part in trainings, conferences,

 workshops to broader the perspectives;

• Look for mentorship, opportunities to work

with experienced social entrepreneurs;
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Recommendations for People Running 
Social Entrepreneurship 

• Regular check whether there’s still need

for the service;

• Support networking activities between

youth organizations, social entrepreneurs

and other stakeholders e.g. to organize

fairs, conferences;

• Provide an opportunity for institutional

grants;

• Support mentoring programs -

include mentoring programs as one of

new activities under KA1, KA2, KA3. 

• Support results based budget. 

• Checking the quality of the service/product

in order to be competitive at the market;

Recommendations for Erasmus +
Programme

• Focusing on increasing visibility of the

Programme - NA and EACEA to actively

support visibility activities;

Recommendations for Policy
Makers/Decision Makers 

• To support networking at international

level e.g. international social

enterprise congress;

• To open debate on social entrepreneurship

in the society (the values, the causes);

• To use the advantage of North Macedonia

as country not having colonial past and

guilt, being bridge between the continents;

• To raise awareness on social

entrepreneurship (educational activities,

videos);

• To support case studies and

research activities. 

• Focusing on building awareness about the

values of the cause of the SE;

• Looking for the ways of ensuring

sustainability without grants;

• Working on tools of communication

and marketing;

• Supporting research activities of new

methods/diversification of activities. 

• Looking for the opportunities of

multi-sectoral networking;



Recommendations for Civil Society 
Actors 

• To take part in capacity building activities

(trainings, workshops) and to offer capacity

building activities;

• To link with the business and to provide

possibility to gain practical experience in

the field of social entrepreneurship;

• To support research based activities

on new practices, possibilities for

financial support;

• To support raising capacities of the

trainers delivering trainings, workshops. 

Recommendations for Civil Society 
Actors 

• To focus on sustainable development;

• To reflect on the role of the universities

in the society in 21st century and social

entrepreneurial context;

• To collect data, conduct research activities. 
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2. Progamme of the International Youth Conference

“DIVE 3: Zero to One > 1 to N”
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